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Figs. 1. Typical Te profiles for EHC and NBI plasmas
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Local Sharp Bumps (ITB)
The central region of Te profile often shows irregular
structures when the U-shaped iota profile is lowered by
CCW-NBI or an external error field is added. It seems that,
when intense focused ECH is applied at the central region,
these structures are highly amplified as sharp bump (lTB)
and modified. The appearance of the structure is fairly well
reproducible, though its shape is not. Some of them have
been studied as a manifestation of an internal transport
barrier (lTB) in the LHD group [5]. Interesting features are:
(1) the structures are often asymmetry with respect to the
magnetic axis; and (2) they have very large spatial gradients.
The structures strongly suggest that an "ITB" is highly
correlated with the island.
provided that the heat deposition is smooth across them.
However, this is usually not the case. Examination of many Te
profiles reveals that knees usually appear only on one side of
the Te profile of a triangle shape, indicating that the knee is a
deformation of the nested magnetic surfaces, rather than a
change of transport properties. We have not yet established a
clear correlation with the appearance of knees and the
increase or decrease of Which side a knee appears
depends on the magnetic axis position: for the
inwards/outwards shifted plasmas, a knee appears on the
outer/inner slopes. Very occasionally, we can find Te profiles
with knees with a clear correlation with an increase in
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We installed a highly space resolved Thomson
scattering system (TS) composed of 200 spatial channels [1]
on tre large helical device (LHD) [2] to measure electron
temperature profiles (Te). Representative structures that we
often observe with the TS are flat regions, knees and local
sharp bumps.
Smooth Te Profiles
The LHD plasma has different Te profiles depending on
the heating method, the intensity of the magnetic field at the
axis Bo, the position of the magnetic axis Rax, and electron
density ne• Figs 1 show two typical examples for ECH and
NBI plasmas in LHD. The Te profiles of ECH plasmas have
a broad cusp shape. NBI sustained plasmas have triangle
shaped Te profiles with different roundness at the top vertex
depending on the RclX' Bo and ne. Generally, TiR) profiles of
LHD plasma seem to be peaked and smooth compared with
those of the tokamak [3], indicating that the quality of the
vacuum magnetic configuration is preserved in the presence
of the plasma.
Figs. 5. Two examples of ITB Te profiles
Summary
We described three types of structures on Te profiles of
the LHD plasma: flat region, knee and local sharp bump.
All of them seem to be related with the iota profile and
externally applied error magnetic fields, implying that these
structures are related to magnetic islands or stochastic
regions. The deep insight of the structures may be an
important key for further improvement of plasma
performance.
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Flat Regions
The most easily notified structures are flat regions at the
location where iota-I. We think they are a manifestation of
an m/n= 1/1 vacuum magnetic island that is observed by
applying an electron beam mapping method at the full
magretic field [2]. The cause of the error magnetic field
responsible for the island formation is not yet clearly
identified. In the presence of plasma of high Te and/or low ne,
the island is often "self-healed" and these flat regions
disappear.
The central region often becomes flat when NBI is
injected in the direction to lower the iota as shown in Fig.2.
In this case, the total current exceed 30 leA. Due to this
extended iota range, the central magnetic surfaces may
become more susceptible to an error magnetic field with
many harmonic components that resonate to form magnetic
islands, thus leading a flat region.
Knees
A departure from the smooth profiles occurs as knees, as
shown in Fig.3. We may be tempted to consider that the knees
are related with a transport barrier [4], because it gives rise to
a jump in grad-Te and therefore in the heat diffusivity X,
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